
100 / TDD = ISF

STEP 1: WHAT IS YOUR AVERAGE TOTAL DAILY DOSE (TDD) OF INSULIN?
Add up all your insulin over 24 hours (long and rapid acting insulin together)

Total long acting (e.g. Lantus, Protaphane, Humulin NPH) ______units
Total rapid acting (e.g. Novorapid, Humalog, Apidra) ______units
Total daily dose   ______units

STEP 2: WHAT IS YOUR CORRECTION FACTOR (ISF)?
This gives you a good idea of how much ONE unit of rapid acting insulin will 
drop your blood glucose level by.

Find out your TDD (as above)

Say your TDD is 50, then: 100 / 50 = 2
Therefore the correction factor (or ISF) is 2
To find your correction factor (ISF) do the maths:

100 / TDD = ____ this is your correction factor

STEP 3: WHAT BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVEL ARE YOU AIMING FOR AS A TARGET? 
(discuss with your nurse or doctor) Usually we start with 8mmols to be safe 
and avoid hypos.

My target blood glucose level will be _________

You can tighten your target as you gain confidence. On an insulin pump it 
may get down to 5.5 /6 mmols but on injections (MDI) aim for 6.5 - 7 mmols.

STEP 4: WHAT IS THE GAP? 
The gap is the difference between current BGL and target BGL.

e.g. Current BGL 18
        - target           - 8
       = gap            = 10

Do the maths using your own numbers:

STEP 5: HOW MUCH EXTRA INSULIN DO I GIVE?
Insulin needed = gap / correction factor
Divide your gap by your correction factor (ISF)
For example: in step 4 the gap is 10. The ISF is 2. 10/2 = 5 units of rapid acting 
insulin
Do your own example 
using your own numbers:

 

High blood glucose  ____
Your target ____
The gap is  ____

Your gap is  _____
Your correction factor is  _____
Divide gap by correction factor  _____
Units of rapid acting insulin to correct _____

blood glucose - target = gap
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